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AARP 

 
 
On behalf of the 1.7 million AARP members in Illinois, AARP looks forward to participating in 
the NextGrid utility of the future study. 
 
AARP participated in the New York review of these issues and is aware of similar studies in 
other states, as well.  AARP has voiced our positions on this topic before NARUC.  
  
The focus of our utility advocacy is fair and affordable rates and customer options and reliability. 
 
For the first time in 40 years, Illinois residential electric rates (at 11 cents per kwh per the 
Department of Energy) are substantially below neighboring states like Wisconsin (at 14 cents per 
kwh).  The power market appears to be benefitting consumers with affordable rates. 
 
Illinois needs to celebrate this advantage.  
 
Low rates are not a problem for anyone to “solve” or to artificially inflate in the name of false 
shortages or questionable subsidies.   
 
Many of our AARP members have fixed or low incomes and this decrease in energy costs can 
help offset new expenses, increased taxes. and inflation. 
 
AARP also hopes this initiative will not be used as a proverbial “Trojan Horse” to re-introduce 
the risky and untested concept advocated by ComEd last year in SB 1575 of mandatory 
residential demand charges.   
 
As you are aware, residential demand charges are not mandatory anywhere in the U.S. for any 
investor-owned utility customer.  
 
AARP has continually opposed making these charges mandatory because they are ill-suited for 
household consumers.  Household customers do not know when their monthly maximum 
demand will be, which makes responding to it very difficult.  Further, if – as the utility claimed 
when SB 1575 was being debated– such charges are necessary to recover grid costs from the few 
solar rooftop customers in the state, NextGrid should look into partial requirements tariffs, a 
separate customer class, or other more measured and on-target solutions for this group of 
customers without injuring all household consumers. 
 
AARP has been supportive in general of voluntary rate options that give the consumer the ability 
to control their own energy spending including voluntary time of use rate programs.  
 
AARP also has advocated against single-state, out-of-market power plant subsidies for 
generation not needed for reliability.  We argued against such a subsidy in Illinois (also in SB 
1575) but the passage of this subsidy coupled with mandates for a 22% energy use reduction and 



a 25% renewable portfolio goal means that the Illinois and Midwest power surplus will likely 
continue.  
 
Accordingly, we are alarmed to hear that grid operator MISO is again apparently pushing a three 
year capacity market surcharge on downstate consumers or similar mechanism despite this 
surplus and the opposition to such a plan from not only AARP but stakeholders throughout the 
state. Their own capacity prices cleared at $1.50 per mw-day recently in Illinois and all zones.     
 
We look forward to participating in NextGrid and appreciate the opportunity to comment.  
 
Please add Julie Vahling (jvahling@aarp.org) and Bill Malcolm (wmalcolm@aarp.org) to your 
mailing list.  
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